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Re-distribution: A Fable
I want to consider this exhibition’s positing of an arc – from the representation of distribution to its material enactment – as an access point to the
potential question of art’s involvement in the redistribution of wealth and
resources. Where ‘distribution’ could be read against or through any set
of objects, its meaning endlessly contextual, the present text is concerned
with the term’s centrality to theories of social and economic justice. The
utility of this arc is that it allows a divergent vantage point (from art history
and thus from the question of both representation and material) on two
political tactics aimed at equitable distribution: one which attacks legally
or via contractual representation, and one which valorizes the practice of
communal life, an integral form.
Seth Siegelaub, following his trajectory from agent of Conceptual production to collector of textile, can act as our transitory guide. To be clear, and as
is evident in the fact that I rely on a canonized (Western male) figure in the
construction of this trajectory, this is still a potential or as of yet unapproached dimension in the question of art’s relation to distribution: as has
been established, the institution of art is both a concrete1 and speculative2
facilitator of neoliberal reality and rationality, an infamous concentrator
rather than ‘distributor’ of resources3. The category of ‘distributive justice’
itself, particularly whether this framework could contain a sufficiently radical paradigm for its professed ends, is a historically important point of
contestation between divergent feminist theories of capital4. To overly
summarize, ‘distributive justice’ has generally been a phrase used in Left
liberal reform propositions, such as Nancy Fraser’s5, which sustain the idea
of centralized power in some form (the idea of the state). A well-known
recent example would be Thomas Piketty’s Keynesian call for a global wealth
tax, which pushes for the generation of policy around financial distribution
as the central problem for the 21st century. I mention Piketty to point out
the pervading centrism of arguments for economic distribution. Fraser’s
‘non-reformist reform’ in contrast to Piketty’s theory is responsive to the
limitations of reform, attempting to take structural hierarchy (based on
race, gender, class) into account, and to instigate legal reform while ‘changing the terrain on which future struggles are waged6,’ i.e. with the attainment of economic redistribution immediately, identity based struggles
will follow. In opposition to all of this, theories of the commons don’t
mobilize the terminology and organizing principle of ‘distribution’ to that
end because they don’t accommodate the centralization of power that

‘distribution’ as such entrails. Therefore, this essay doesn’t seek to suggest
that art can have a hand in resource re-distribution, both because art is
a compromised set of institutions and practices in relation to financial
capitalism and because the meaning and political valence of the term
‘re-distribution’ remains unstable. Rather Siegelaub’s trajectory assists
in coming to the question of distribution at two points of ‘materiality’ (of
Conceptual art and textile, or ‘administrative’ representation and integral,
abstract form) at two historical junctures, thus advancing on the concept’s
potential exterior – which is easiest to name as ‘redistributive’ but perhaps
the point of the exercise at hand is to seek something otherwise. My use
of Siegelaub’s narrative is not meant as biographically deterministic but
rather as a historical fable with which to explore the question of distribution
and justice, 1968-2008.
To clarify what I mean by Siegelaub’s trajectory and its framing of ‘distribution’ in two forms, at two points in history: first I’ll address the Siegelaub
of late 1960s Conceptualism and then Siegelaub as contemporary textile
collector. Siegelaub is most infamously a central actor in the development
and coming to prominence of Conceptual art in New York in the late 1960s.
Conceptual art, specifically in this canonical moment, has been prominently
interpreted as having an aesthetic of distribution, in which ‘distribution’ is
rendered as a (administrative) form7. Siegelaub, as a curator, publisher and
art dealer in this period, propagates (distributes) a set of practices, which
are themselves concerned with social systems, the imaging of mechanisms
of distribution a primary investigation. To quote Lucy Lippard: ‘Apologies
to Lawrence Weiner, Bob Barry, Joseph Kosuth (and Doug Huebler, wherever you are), but I’ve always felt that Seth was the co-inventor of our
particular brand of Conceptual art because distribution was such a huge
part of its trajectory, built into the innovative forms many of you came up
with8.’ In its ‘dematerialization,’ it didn’t produce but it distributed: it circulated in text, sound or video, it gave out rules and managed situations
(distribution as the physical positioning or organization of bodies in space).
All this to say that it was not immaterial — if distribution implies both a
system and an object, Conceptualism made art objects out of the former.
Its negation ‘replaced the object of spatial and perceptual experience by
linguistic definition alone,’ thus constituting ‘the most consequential
assault on the status of that object: its visuality, its commodity status,
and its form of distribution9.’ In departure, I interpret ‘linguistic definition
alone’ as still entailing the production of objects (textual and physically
realized forms as well as ancillary material) although take Benjamin H.D.

Buchloh’s assertion that Conceptualism reconstituted ‘the visual’ and its
capabilities. As a destabilization of representation, Conceptualism’s intervention consisted in the challenge to both the traditional artwork (its
institutions, its audience, etc.) and the formal objects of administrative (and
legal) function. In an extension of this practice, Siegelaub is active in the
Artists Worker’s Coalition and the writing of The Artist’s Reserved Rights
Transfer and Sale Agreement, which he understands as an attempt to
‘level the playing field’ between artists and what we can now recognize as
the beginnings of a global financialized art market. Thus, Conceptualism’s
experiments in the aesthetic formalization of distribution as system
is linked to this articulation for justice — specifically a more equitable
distribution of power through legal reform. The Artist’s Reserved Rights
Transfer and Sale Agreement is formally and politically produced by
the artwork of this period. Framed by Siegelaub in the late 1960s then is
a notion of ‘redistributive’ justice as promised by the contract form: an
investment in legal indictment at the level of representation in a merger of
aesthetic and legal regime.
Imbedded in Conceptualism’s contract is a critique of Nancy Fraser’s ‘distribution vs. ‘recognition’10, her codification of the still prevalent liberal conception of ‘identity politics’ as hindering, or needing to be only ‘delicately
embraced’ in relation to work towards economic justice, or justice conceived on a model of re-distribution. Conceptualism’s contract holds that
any attempt at ‘leveling the playing field’ must come from a critique of
representation — that the two are inseparable. While feminist and of color
critique of Conceptualism would point out that it was not radicalized in
terms of ‘identity’ at this historical moment, we can posit its capabilities
in a critique of liberalism (against Fraser’s dichotomy) just as artists like
Adrian Piper, as a prominent example, would utilize the potential of its
representational vocabulary for her own ends11. Conceptualism held that
any intervention seeking to rewrite the terms of distribution must by
definition interrogate the parameters of representation of both the mechanism it endeavored to change (law, policy, capital) and by extension the
form of its own contestation (through interrogating the contract form). By
extension, the composition of inequality, which a politics of ‘recognition’ or
in better terms, a politics which recognizes the centrality of racism and
patriarchy to the means and execution of the maldistribution of power and
resource, is not divisible from struggle for ‘redistribution.’ Where Fraser
concedes that ‘properly conceived, struggles for recognition could aid the
redistribution of power and wealth,’ Conceptualism contends that any

contestation in opposition to a system of distribution is itself a contestation
of the current terms of recognition, and of the existing scene of appearance. ‘Recognition’ (representation) doesn’t ‘aid’ redistributive struggle, or
follow its attainment: it is what it consists of.
This mobilization of the contract however, even as it contained a potent
critique of law, operated within a logic of reform. It appealed to the law
for change. Its legacy, rather than one of ‘leveling the playing field’12
established art law as part of intellectual property law, enveloping it into
the development of multinational mechanisms of wealth concentration
and privatization. This narrative certainly dovetails with the influential
account of Siegelaub as an entrepreneur and Conceptualism as part of the
development of ‘immaterial labor.’ The art historian Alexander Alberro
formulated Conceptualism in this vein as: ‘a linguistic turn, meaning
that language and (inter)textuality have become increasingly privileged
and important, in art practice, the staging of the discourses around art,
the aestheticization of discourse, (as well as) the new knowledge-based
industries such as marketing, pr and services. Similarly, and also simultaneously, as art has become dematerialized and expanded, labour itself
has become dematerialized and expanded… and production shifted
towards a cultural industry and the so-called knowledge economy.’13 I
don’t completely dispute this reading. Following Silvia Federici, however,
who has complicated the autonomist reading of immaterial labor as
precisely not ‘immaterial’ (as sustaining the division of labor in capital and
reproducing its very material dispossessing effects) my alternate focus on
Conceptualism’s objects seeks the political vistas of a ‘rematerialization’
aligned with her thought. Rather than solely a bedfellow of ‘cognitive capital,’ Conceptualism’s objects sought physical and spatial effect, or at the
least the reading of it for objects (legal and administrative forms, governing
the organization of bodies in space) entails that they did contain this drive,
and that it was directed further than the enactment in the context of art.
Further, the total vision of Conceptualism (and Siegelaub and the contract),
as subservient to emergent economic globalization and its affects, doesn’t
account for more complicated political allegiances.
In a renowned ‘fall out piece’ Siegelaub leaves New York for Europe, abandoning Conceptualism and its mode of address by the mid 1970s. I choose to
read this decision as aligned (not consciously) with the militant critiques of
legal reform coming to fruition during this period. For example, at the end of
a response to Buchloh’s article on Conceptual Art, Siegelaub includes a list

of events, people and groups ‘left out’ of Buchloh’s canonization attempt.
This list, which is ordered randomly or at least not by type, includes the
Black Panthers, the Bay of Pigs, the Vietnam War, May ’68, and numerous
other events and organizations of interest to a Left position of the period.
Siegelaub is then situated within a climate actively questioning the limits
of legal reform, towards the end of the social movements of that decade,
such as the Black Panther’s militant organization outside the State and
legal retribution, for example. This moment also saw Siegelaub, as our case
study, turning away from the formal critique of legal and administrative
representation in Conceptual art. He begins to collect textile, establishing
the Center for Social Research on Old Textiles, citing an interest in the
material’s historicization as offering a social history of capitalism. I am less
interested in Siegelaub’s own understanding of the meaning of textile than
in this transition from Conceptual to textile form. As he articulated it: ‘yes,
if I evolved directly from Joseph Kosuth, Lawrence Weiner or Carl Andre
into textiles that would be a far-fetched and dramatic jump. Of course
you can change girlfriends or boyfriends from one day to the next, so it’s
not impossible, but it doesn’t have the same logic that it has, to my mind,
coming out of political research.14’
What if we understand textile as a political response to the limits of legal
intervention of the earlier period? Not just reduced to Siegelaub’s decision
making itself, but extrapolated, given this is a fable, to symbolic size. Textile
is clearly ‘distributive’ in the sense that it is made for travel and shipment.
It would be straightforward to do a history of imbrication between the
development of industrial textile production and maldistribution — Marx,
among others, has already done this for us.15 Rather, following on from
Conceptualism’s distribution of bodies in space, and its connection of
representation (the contract or the appearance of the ‘rules’ of a particular
work) to materialization (how a contract is enacted), how might textile’s
weave indicate an embedded distribution, in so far as its existence
necessarily entailed the coordination of laboring bodies in (past) space.
If Conceptualism generated ‘documentation’ as a formal relation to a
prior event, could we see Siegelaub’s collection of textile works (i.e. not
useable textiles but for the frame) as remnants akin to documentation? It
is significant here that Siegelaub specifically collected hand woven textiles.
What past organization, in addition to the outcome of an activity that we
see before us, do they document? To quote Siegelaub: ‘I was also struck
by the fact that, unlike art making, the production of textiles is a social
activity — it is always a collective endeavor.’ 16 Textile indicates then, within

its very material, that social coordination (in cooperation, in domination,
in many potential varieties) was necessary. While industrially fabricated
textiles contain a process we can recognize in the weave, the framing of
pieces of textile in Siegelaub’s collection, valorize conditions of fabrication
which are obscure, the ‘handmade.’ Particularly as ancient textiles, we
may know something about their provenance and what that indicates
(such as their relation to the Silk road for example, and the extrapolations
to contemporary trade that this entails) but the minute terms of the social
organization that produced them as ‘handmade’ objects eludes precision
of knowing. Like the contract, textile is a form which by definition required
a certain distribution of bodies in space, unlike the contract, the weave is
an abstraction — it does not spell out its terms of necessarily distributary
production.
If Conceptualism sought a representation of distribution, and mobilized
this representation in good faith but ultimately towards undue ends, textile
abstractly posits an un-imaged collective coordination. It is also a symbolic
‘collectivity’ of individual parts (thread) in a particular configuration (distribution) to form a whole. The textile works are not representative, but are
literally a piece of an enactment of a certain (which again could be a knitting
circle or a scene of enforced labor) distribution of labor and resource in
space and time. Siegelaub’s construction of these objects into a collection
allows their isolation, becoming held up as evidence of a past moment of
coordination and distributive action — at the same time they are reified
as art objects, in display and placement within institutional infrastructure.
As an owned collection they become valued objects for aesthetic and
material values (provenance, rarity, material worth) divorced from the
distribution of social relations that labored to produce them. They become
‘abstracted’ from that process, symbolically and in terms of the weight of
value, in becoming aesthetic objects. This charts the separation between
what Marx termed ‘useful’ vs. ‘abstract’ labor, or the process of becoming
something other than textile for human use.
Textile and Conceptualism (certainly at its emergence) both occupy/occupied a liminal relation to art — both are almost art but are also something
else: craft, performance, or administration. More specifically: both inhabit
an in-distinction between being aesthetic objects and objects of use value.
This potential mutability between aesthetics and utility is temporally
wrought. Whereas for both in their infancy (Conceptualism during Siegelaub’s tenure, textile at its time of making) that indeterminacy was active,

today both are comfortably classified as art. This prior instability, between
objects of aesthetic value and objects of use value, perhaps present an
alternate method for considering the question of aesthetics and distribution.
To return to the question of inequality of distribution specifically, in its
time of active utility (as an instrument of the Artists Worker’s Coalition)
Conceptualism represented a specific course to justice, which has since
(like the legal gains of other social movements of that period) waned with
neoliberal restructuring of legal and governmental institutions, although
the question of rights and of working with rather than outside the law is a
much older impasse (see Marx’s critique of bourgeois rights, for example).
In opposition to the contract, textile, as an aesthetic and object of use,
doesn’t offer an articulated path to justice. However, framed as they are,
abstracted from their past lives, these textiles perhaps proffer an image of
turning inward, of refusal to communicate the terms of past situations of
social distribution. We could see them as protecting what Silvia Federici
articulates as the ‘creative work of the means of our own reproduction17,’
to re-install in my discussion of Siegelaub’s textile handicrafts the gendered status of that labor. To turn away from the contract and towards
textile, specifically as ‘political research,’ posits that imaginative work, in
opposition to instruction and letter of law, is required in trying to construct
new distributions of social life. At the very least, textile challenges a
rearticulation of Federici’s use of the word ‘creativity,’ towards abstraction
and integral form (form as primary substance and total content) in the
development of commons. Or, rather than directed ‘redistribution,’ an
integrally equitable distribution of resource, akin to the weave.
e. c. feiss, november 2015
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